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 BATCH BUNKER – WITH BELT CONVEYOR  
Buffer tank which is dozing  product 

using the belt conveyor. Product ex.: 
potatoes are poured into the bunker using 

hopper connected to the unit’s frame. And then 
taken out by the belt conveyor situated on the 

unit’s bottom. Above  the conveyor, inside the 

bunker we can find device  lowering product 
pressure on the belt. During the work the belt is 

cleanned by the  rotating brush attached to the 

bottom. Hopper is equipped with the 
crossbeam to block different sieve products to 

fall out. We can regulate an amount of picked 

product using  the special gate. 

 BATCH BUNKER-WITH VIBRATION CONVEYOR 

-    Buffer tank dosing the product using the 

vibration conveyor. Products ex. frozen products 

are poured into the bunker using the hopper 
connected to the unit’s frame. And then taken  out by  

the belt conveyor situated on the unit’s bottom. 

Inside the bunker we can find device  lowering the 
product pressure on the belt. We can regulate an 

amount of the  picked product using a special gate. 

On the bottom of the vibrating pan, except the 
bunker,there is the interchangeable sieve where we 

can detach unnecessary product fractions. Above the 

pan we can also install nozzles with glazing function. 
Tippler is equipped with a crossbeam to block 

different sieve products to fall out. 

 BATCH BUNKER-WITH SCREW CONVEYOR   

ZBuffer tank  dosing the product 

using the screw conveyor. Product 
ex .the frozen product is tilted to the 

bunker by the hopper. On the bunker’s 
bottom there is working screw 

conveyor with the left-right screw 

which enables moving the product to 
the outtake screw conveyor. Inside of 

the bunker there is the safety grille 

installed.We can regulate the amount of 
the picked product by changing the 

screw rotation speed.The hopper is 

equipped with the movable crossbar 
inside the basket which blocks different 

hight boxes with a product. Service 
stand enables to control how the unit 

works. The side face of the bunker can 

be opened to poor  the product out  into 

the bags or clean it if  necessary.   
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